1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

In response to oil shortages, air pollution and climate change, an increasing number of governments have begun to set goals for energy savings and emission reductions ([@bib65], [@bib75], [@bib76], [@bib78]). More than half of the world\'s population currently lives in cities. What is more, their Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions accounted for more than 80% of the world\'s total GHG emissions ([@bib23]). In China, approximately 18% of the population lives in the 35 largest cities, but they brought in vast energy consumption and CO~2~ emissions, which accounted for more than 40% ([@bib19]). Therefore, energy savings and emission reductions at the city level played a vital role in the process of fulfilling existing overall energy conservation and emission reduction targets ([@bib10], [@bib79], [@bib14], [@bib39]). In addition, energy consumption and CO~2~ emissions from urban passenger transport played an important role at the city level; therefore, energy conservation and emission reductions in urban passenger transport became important measures by which to achieve low-carbon development goals ([@bib41], [@bib42], [@bib28], [@bib11]).

Currently, there are many researchers interested in urban transport energy conservation and emissions reduction measures ([@bib1], [@bib55], [@bib29], [@bib59]). Substantially, these measures can be divided into two categories: a clean vehicles strategy, which reduces energy consumption and emissions of vehicles or other automotive devices per kilometer using related technical improvements for vehicles or fuel; and a mobility management strategy, which reduces traffic volume through a variety of measures. However, there have been many debates regarding which strategy is optimal overall. Researchers who support a clean vehicles strategy usually think that mobility management is difficult to implement because there is great uncertainty and the potential for great harm to residents\' utility and the urban economy ([@bib17], [@bib30], [@bib43], [@bib45]). Others who support a mobility management strategy argue that the effect of mobility management on energy conservation and emissions reduction is more economical and efficient ([@bib63]; [@bib64]; [@bib29]). The mentioned measures are not absolutely negative or positive in principle. But comprehensive energy conservation and emission reduction policy should include various mobility management policies both in developed countries and developing countries (Litman, [@bib41], [@bib42]). What is more, there is a high-income elasticity of demand for cars in developing countries. It means that car ownership will grow faster in the nearest future ([@bib18]). Thus, the motorization of developing countries will put a strain on global efforts to cut carbon emissions from transport. At the same time, developing countries lack the financial resources and governance system for achieving low-carbon transport target. Fortunately, the mobility management strategy can help cities in developing countries on the path toward a more low-carbon future ([@bib56]). So we primarily analyze mobility management measures.

An urban passenger transport system is typically an open complex giant system that contains several subsystems. In such a complex system, a tiny change in societal, economic or environmental factors can lead to enormous changes to urban passenger transport development or energy consumption and emissions. For these reasons, it is vital for us to comprehend the structures and the relationships between different subsystems of the urban passenger transport system. Consequentially, quantitative analyses of behavioral characteristics and the dynamic mechanisms involved in urban passenger transport have become important areas of investigation.

In the past few years, a large number of studies have delved into the problem of urban transport energy consumption and emissions. These researches can primarily be divided into three types: top-down, bottom-up and hybrid methods.(1)Top-down methods mainly include CGE, MACRO, GEM-E3, 3Es-Model, and so on. For example, [@bib58] analyzed how promoted new automobile technologies enter the automobile market and influence climate change under policy constraints using the CGE Model. [@bib60] assessed the effectiveness and cost of different energy policies for light motor vehicles using the National Energy Modeling System. [@bib54] forecasted urban passenger transport volume, energy consumption and CO~2~ emissions based on the simultaneous equations Model. On the whole, top-down methods are good at providing economic analyses, but not do well in describing technology concretely. These methods generally underestimate the potential for technological progress ([@bib48]).(2)The bottom-up approach primarily includes MARKAL, MESSAGE, EFOM, LEAP model, and so on. For example, [@bib52] utilized a life cycle assessment methodology to evaluate the conversion of U.S. municipal solid waste to liquid transportation fuels via gasification and Fischer--Tropsch. [@bib15] analyzed the change in hydrogen energy vehicles\' market share in road traffic using the MARKAL model. [@bib16] developed an object-oriented simulation platform using a Java program to analyze urban traffic network energy consumption and emissions. On the whole, bottom-up methods perform economic analyses poorly, providing useful detailed descriptions of technology. These analyses generally overestimate the potential for economic progress ([@bib48]).(3)Hybrid methods mainly include NEMS, POLES, PRIMES, POLES model, and so on. For example, [@bib44] analyzed an energy supply situation according to demand changes for different passenger and cargo transport units using an IIASA-CEC E3 model. [@bib34] built the transport and carbon simulation model and investigated a series of potential policy packages that could reduce the emission\'s effect in London. [@bib71] built Long-term Evaluation of Vehicle Emissions Reduction Strategies and researched how to reach the target of reducing CO~2~ emissions by 80% by 2050 in California. On the whole, hybrid methods combine the advantages of top-down and bottom-up methods. Not only are their functions more complete, but they also have a more complex structure. Therefore, they are more suitable to the simulation of complex giant systems.

Past research using hybrid methods normally assumed that the evolution structures of urban transport energy consumption and emissions were known; therefore, they reflected the dynamic process of energy consumption and emissions poorly and had difficulty conveying the uncertain behaviors of the primary issues associated with urban transport systems. Conversely, SD combines qualitative analysis with quantitative analysis and uses system synthesis reasoning to describe these undefined behavioral characteristics, making SD a better choice in dealing with nonlinear, high order complex time-varying systems. For these reasons, we chose the SD model to evaluate urban passenger transport energy consumption and CO~2~ emissions in Beijing.

SD was first proposed for the analysis of a complex dynamic feedback system by J. W. Forrester in 1956 ([@bib73]). Based on computer simulation technology, this visual tool can analyze relationships among various factors, simulate quantitative data and obtain information on the feedback structure, function and behavior of the system. This makes it easier for us to understand the system overall and formulate various relevant policy scenarios to control the system\'s dynamic evolution mechanism ([@bib72]).

Currently, SD has been widely applied in various research fields, including societal and economic systems research ([@bib25], [@bib26]), ecosystem research ([@bib57]), transportation research ([@bib61]) and so on. For instance, in the field of energy management, SD was widely applied to national energy policy-making and evolution ([@bib24], [@bib46], [@bib53], [@bib3]). In addition, SD was also used extensively in energy efficiency assessments ([@bib21]) and the development of the energy industry ([@bib8], [@bib13]). In the field of transportation, SD was applied to research into the operational management of the public transport enterprise ([@bib7]), the operational management of roads and infrastructure networks ([@bib22]), the usage of low emission cars such as electric vehicles and hydrogen vehicles ([@bib67]), and the relationship between land usage and urban transport ([@bib50]). Recently, [@bib66] built an SD model that included urban transportation and air polluting industries subsystems to research urban air pollution in Tehran, Iran. However, in spite of these findings, there is still little literature in the field of the urban passenger transport energy and emissions.

Just as other cities in developing countries that are undergoing rapid development, Beijing is in a transition period in which the population and economy are growing rapidly, and the city is experiencing continuous expansion, resulting in increasing pressure on the urban passenger transport system ([@bib72], [@bib20]). In recent years, Beijing has implemented a series of measures to alleviate urban traffic congestion and explore the possibility of urban passenger transport energy conservation and emission reductions. Research into urban passenger transport in Beijing can help identify solutions to problems associated with urban passenger transport energy conservation and emission reduction during urbanization in the developing countries.

Using Beijing as a case study, we focus on the effect of energy savings and emission reductions resulting from different policies, especially a mobility management strategy. The second section introduces the Beijing urban passenger transport carbon model (BUPTCM) and related data acquisition, and then constructs policy scenarios based on specific parameters. The third section provides the share rates for different transport modes, as well as energy consumption and emissions under different scenarios. The fourth section discusses the cumulative effect of each individual policy and the implementation sequence of each individual policy in the CP scenario. Finally, key conclusions are presented, policy implications are drawn and future research opportunities are identified.

2. Methods {#s0010}
==========

In this study, we built a BUPTCM using Vensim (DSS) which is a simulation software for improving the performance of real systems. Vensim provides causal tracing of structure and behavior, and has Monte Carlo sensitivity, optimization and sub-scripting capabilities ([@bib74]).

We analyzed data from 2002 to 2020. First, we calibrated the parameters and verified that the simulation was consistent with the actual situation from 2002 to 2010.[1](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} Based on the simulation, we investigated Beijing\'s urban passenger transport energy consumption and CO~2~ emissions from 2011 to 2020.

2.1. Causal loop diagram {#s0015}
------------------------

To analyze the characteristics of Beijing\'s urban passenger transport system and clarify the relationships of the main variables in the system, we built a causal loop diagram (CLD) of the urban passenger transport energy consumption and CO~2~ emissions. This diagram describes the mutual influences and interactional relationships among the system\'s variables, as shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}. Positive links are denoted with a "+", and negative links are denoted with a "−". A positive link means that two variables change in the same direction, while a negative link means that two variables change in the opposite direction. For instance, the increase in annual trip volumes per capita resulted in an increase in total trip volumes, and vice versa. A positive reinforcement loop, labelled by ![](fx1_lrg.gif), has an even number of negative links. For instance, bus trip volumes→income→number of buses→frequency of bus service→maximum waiting time→bus service level→bus attraction was a typical positive feedback loop. The positive feedback loop has a self-reinforcing feature[.2](#fn2){ref-type="fn"} In contrast to the positive feedback loop, a negative feedback loop has an uneven number of negative links.Fig. 1The causal loop diagram of BUPTCM.

2.2. Flow diagram {#s0020}
-----------------

Although the CLD could describe the basic structure of feedback relationships, it could not distinguish the differences among the various variables. Therefore, we built a flow diagram (FD) to explain the accumulated reactions for different levels of variables. In the SD model, Level variable (L) describes the cumulative effect of the system, which can react to the accumulation of material, energy and information over time. This variable is denoted with symbol "![](fx2_lrg.gif)". Rare variable (R) describes the speed of the system\'s cumulative effect and reflects the changes of Level variables over time, representing the speed of change in the system or the amplitude of a decision. It is denoted with the symbol"![](fx3_lrg.gif)". Auxiliary variables (A) are the intermediate variables, which run through the entire decision-making process. The BUPTCM consisted of 4 subsystems and included 7 level variables (L), 8 rate variables (R) and 70 auxiliary variables (A).

### 2.2.1. Economy subsystem {#s0025}

Due to rapid economic development in recent years, more and more people have purchased personal vehicles. The number of incremental cars in developing countries in Asia is significantly more than that in developed countries during the same period ([@bib47]). This phenomenon has resulted in a transition from a reliance on non-motorized to motorized vehicles. This finding also shows that high speed development of the economy, especially the rapid growth of the GDP per capita, can greatly influence the transport system. For this reason, we built a FD of the economy subsystem, as shown in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}. Specific equations are identified in [Appendix A](#s0135){ref-type="sec"}. We assumed that Beijing\'s GDP growth rate was 8% for 2011--2015 and 6% for 2016--2020.[3](#fn3){ref-type="fn"} Fig. 2The flow diagram for the economy subsystem.

### 2.2.2. Population subsystem {#s0030}

Population scale and structure are all important factors that affect urban passenger transport ([@bib49]). In Beijing, a large floating population plays a significant role in urban development. At the same time, they also put enormous pressure on the urban passenger transport system. Therefore, we built a FD of the population subsystem, as shown in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}. Specific equations can be found in [Appendix A](#s0135){ref-type="sec"}. For this subsystem, we assumed that Beijing\'s resident population growth rate was 9‰ for 2011--2015 and 8‰ for 2016--2020.[4](#fn4){ref-type="fn"} Fig. 3The flow diagram for the population subsystem.

### 2.2.3. Transport subsystem {#s0035}

The past decade has witnessed explosive growth in Beijing\'s population. However, the change in total trip volumes has not been so obvious, as it has hovered approximately 19 billion person time passengers in recent years. On the contrary, annual trip volumes per capita fell by about 3.24% due to the population\'s explosion. Overall, urban residents have completed the transition from walking and cycling to motorization, which typically includes usage of public transport and car. The share rate of walking and cycling decreased from 52.6% in 2002 to 26.5% in 2010, and the share rate of motorization rose from 47.4% in 2002 to 73.5% in 2010. Nevertheless, considering the following factors, like the stickiness of travel choice ([@bib37]), the individual preferences and requirements on the travel efficiency ([@bib62]), and comfort and convenience ([@bib2]), safety and some other factors ([@bib70], [@bib33]), we think that citizens will still give priority to choose car or public transport rather than walking and cycling in Beijing in the future. To research changes of transport mode, we constructed a FD of the transport subsystem, which is shown in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 4The flow diagram for the transport subsystem.

The quantity of cars has a huge impact on urban transport congestion, energy consumption and CO~2~ emissions ([@bib40], [@bib51], [@bib12]). Car trip volumes were determined based on the number of cars, average passengers per car[5](#fn5){ref-type="fn"} and car trip volumes decrement.[6](#fn6){ref-type="fn"}

Beijing\'s bus system plays a vital role in the urban passenger transport system [@bib4]). Its trip volumes accounted for 82.7% of the entire public transport trip volumes in 2002. Although Beijing\'s rail transit was undergoing rapid development at that time, bus trip volumes still played a leading role and accounted for 66.6% of the public transport trip volumes in 2010. In the recent years, bus trip volumes reached their saturation point. To understand further urban residents\' perceptions of buses in Beijing and to identify problems and shortcomings, we surveyed a sample population using a questionnaire via the website platform (<http://www.sojump.com/>). A total of 214 effective questionnaires were received. Through this survey, we identified that 5 points residents worried about most in the process of bus operation and weighted those concerns successively as follows: punctuality (0.268); maximum waiting time (0.266); average speed (0.2053); fare (0.187); and others (0.074).[7](#fn7){ref-type="fn"} The survey also found that people who preferred cars might consider abandoning car and traveling by bus when bus service level increased by 76.7%.

Rail transit has become an effective way to ease urban traffic congestion and reduce transport energy consumption and CO~2~ emissions ([@bib47]).

Specific equations are identified in [Appendix A](#s0135){ref-type="sec"}. Initial number of cars, initial bus trip volumes, initial number of buses, initial length of rail transit, initial rail transit trip volumes, the number of rail transit vehicles for 2002--2010, annual trip volumes per capita for 2002--2010 and taxi trip volumes for 2002--2010 were all obtained through the China Statistical Yearbook. We assumed that operating subsidies were 0,[8](#fn8){ref-type="fn"} the ratio of operating income to total income was 1/3, the equipment update fee rate was 3.5%, the bus unit price was 500,000 RMB, the bus scrap rate was 1‰, the bus maintenance rate was 5%, average operating time was 40 min, average number of runs was 20 times, and the time interval was 1 h based on surveys and research of the Beijing public transport group. Moreover, we assumed that punctuality was 88%, average speed was 28 km per hour, other factors were 70, and bus attractive factor was 1.304 according to questionnaire results and calculations.

We assumed that annual rail transit length increment was 30 km, the number of rail transit vehicles increment was 100 and the number of rail transit passengers increment per km was 300,000 per year for 2011--2020.[9](#fn9){ref-type="fn"}

Annual trip volumes per capita and taxi trip volumes were obtained through the China Statistical Yearbook. It should be noted that no new taxi licenses will be issued in the future, according to the *"Beijing transportation development report"*. Finally, according to historical data trends, we assumed that annual trip volumes per capita for 2010--2020 are progressively decreasing by 2% per year.

### 2.2.4. Energy consumption and emissions subsystem {#s0040}

Most existing studies estimated energy consumption and emissions from urban passenger transport using vehicle population, vehicle kilometers travelled (VKT), and fuel economy/emission rates ([@bib31], [@bib68]; [@bib36]). However, this method was subject to a few constraints or difficulties: (1) It did not consider the influence of the residents\' travel behavior. (2) It ignored the difference between registered vehicle numbers and actual vehicles on the road. (3) The city-wide average travel distance was often inaccurate or unavailable ([@bib32]; [@bib69]). For these reasons, we developed a new methodology to quantify energy consumption, and which could link comprehensive policy scenarios with energy consumption via travel behavior changes.[10](#fn10){ref-type="fn"} The specific equation was as follows:$$\mathit{EC}_{i,j} = {C_{i,j} \times D}_{i} \times T_{i}$$where *i* are the modes of transport, *j* is the energy type; $\mathit{EC}_{{\text{i},}j}$ is the energy consumption for energy type *j* by modes of transport *i*; $C_{i,j}$ is the energy consumption coefficient per capita[11](#fn11){ref-type="fn"} for energy type *j* by modes of transport *i*; $D_{i}$ was driving distance per capita[12](#fn12){ref-type="fn"} for modes of transport *i* and $T_{i}$ was annual trip volumes by modes of transport *i*.

CO~2~ emissions were calculated using fuel consumption and electricity power consumption produced by various modes of transport ([@bib9]). The specific equation was as follows:$$\mathit{CE}_{i,j} = {\mathit{EC}_{i,j} \times \mathit{EF}}_{j}$$where $\mathit{CE}_{{\text{i},}j}$ represents CO~2~ emissions for energy type *j* by modes of transport *i*; $\mathit{EF}_{j}$ is the emission factor[13](#fn13){ref-type="fn"} from energy consumption *j* to CO~2~ emissions.

Finally, we calculated total energy consumption and energy consumption per capita. The specific equations were as follows:$$TEF = \sum_{i,j}{EC_{i,j}} \times ECC_{j}$$ $$ECPC = TEF \div TP$$where *TEF* is the total energy consumption; $\mathit{ECC}_{j}$ is the conversion coefficient[14](#fn14){ref-type="fn"} from energy type *j* to standard coal. *ECPC* is energy consumption per capita and *TP* is the total population.

The specific equations for total CO~2~ emissions and CO~2~ emissions per capita were as follows:$$TCE = \sum_{i,j}{CE_{i,j}}$$ $$\mathit{CEPC} = \mathit{TCE} \div \mathit{TP}$$where *TCE* represented total CO~2~ emissions and *CEPC* represented CO~2~ emissions per capita.

2.3. Model tests {#s0045}
----------------

To make the BUPTCM consistent with reality, the model was verified using an authenticity test, a dimensional consistency test and a sensitivity test. It was convenient for the VENSIM to carry out the dimensional consistency test. Although there were some parameters with no realistic meaning, the model could still maintain dimensional consistency.

The authenticity test analyzed the error rate for 7 Level variables of numerical changes between simulation and reality. Specific results are shown in [Table B.1](#t0015){ref-type="table"} ([Appendix B](#s0160){ref-type="sec"}). It is worth mentioning that Severe Acute Respiratory Syndromes (SARS) broke out in Beijing in 2003. This accidental interference had a major effect on bus trip volumes, leading to an error rate of 24.28% in 2003. Therefore, we ignored this disturbance. The error rates of other indicators were within 20%. Furthermore, the error rates for GDP per capita, population quantity, total trip volumes and rail transit trip volumes were all within 5%. These indicators fully met the requirements of the authenticity test. Thus, with no obvious changes in system structure in the future, the BUPTCM can be used to analyze changes in Beijing\'s urban passenger transport energy consumption and CO~2~ emissions.

To realize optimal control of the system and find out which parameters in the system have subtle effects on the system\'s behavior, we carried out a sensitivity test on the model. Specific test parameters, test scope and the effect of some elements are presented in [Table B.2](#t0020){ref-type="table"} ([Appendix B](#s0160){ref-type="sec"}). As observed from the results of the sensitivity analysis, the GDP growth rate and annual trip volumes per capita had greater influence on total trip volumes; and the GDP growth rate, car driving distance per capita and car energy consumption coefficient per capita had greater influence on the total energy consumption and total CO~2~ emissions. In the bus subsystem, equipment update fee rate, average number of runs, punctuality, average speed and other factors had major influences on bus trip volumes. In the rail transit subsystem, rail transit length increment and the number of rail transit passengers increment per kilometer had major influences on rail transit trip volumes and rail transit power consumption. The above elements represent the potential policy variables that needed to be investigated further.

2.4. Policy scenarios {#s0050}
---------------------

Based on the results of the sensitivity analysis and the current classification of the main policy tools, we established six policy scenarios, namely, Business as usual (BAU) scenario, Priority to the development of public transport (PDPT) scenario, Travel demand management (TDM) scenario, Technical progress (TP) scenario, Administrative rules and regulations management (ARM) scenario and Comprehensive policy (CP) scenario. In individual policy, PDPT, TDM and ARM represent typical mobility management strategies, while TP was a clean vehicle strategy. Specific technical parameters are shown in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}.Table 1The concrete measure in different scenarios.ScenariosMeasuresBAUOperating subsidies increment was 0 Yuan, average number of runs was 20 times, punctuality rate was 88%, average speed was 26 km/h, other factors were 70, rail transit length increment was 30 km, the number of rail transit passengers increment per kilometer was 300,000 person time/km/year, the number of rail transit vehicles increment was 100 vehicles.PDPTOperating subsidies increment was 250 million Yuan, average number of runs rose by 5%, punctuality rate rose by 1%, average speed rose by 2 km/h, other factors rose to 75. In 2011--2015, rail transit length increment rose to 60 km, the number of rail transit passengers increment per kilometer rose to 600,000 person time/km/year, the number of rail transit vehicles increment rose to 200 vehicles. In 2016--2010, rail transit length increment rose to 80 km, the number of rail transit passengers increment per kilometer rose to 800,000 person time/km/year, the number of rail transit vehicles increment rose to 300 vehicles.TDMCar driving distance per capita declined by 30%, taxi, bus, rail transit driving distance per capita rose by 20%.TPCar, taxi, bus, rail transit consumption coefficient per capita declined by 2%, fuel consumption CO~2~ emission factor declined by 5%.ARMTransient population increment limit of 300,000 people per year, car increment limit of 240,000 per year, car trip volume declined by 20% by limit of travel on weekday.CPIncludes all control measures from BAU, PDPT, TDM, TP, and ARM.

### 2.4.1. BAU scenario {#s0055}

The BAU scenario was set in accordance with the current development situation, without any additional policies. Settings related to the economy subsystem, population subsystem, transport subsystem, energy consumption and CO~2~ emission subsystem were the same as above.

### 2.4.2. PDPT scenario {#s0060}

The development goal in this scenario was that the attractiveness of public transport would be obviously enhanced and the travel structure would be further optimized, based on *"Beijing's 'Twelfth Five-Year' Transportation Development and Construction Plan"* ([@bib5]). The concrete targets included three aspects: (1) The proportion of traveling by public transport accounted for 50%. (2) The proportion of traveling by car accounted for less than 25%. (3) The proportion of traveling by bicycle remained at approximately 18% in the central city.

### 2.4.3. TDM scenario {#s0065}

Since 2004, Beijing has implemented a systematic multi-stage traffic demand management plan and policy. Recently, Beijing is firmly determined to build a new transportation system characterized by "Humanistic Transportation, High-tech Transportation and Green Transportation" and turn into a "public transportation friendly city" ([@bib6]). As a result, Beijing will attempt reforms based on the following plans to reduce car use in the future: (1) Establish urban multi-centers that meet different daily life needs to the utmost extent to reduce trip volumes. (2) Advocate and guide residents to change modes of travel and utilize more public transport. (3) Enhancement of the existing fuel tax or charge congestion fees is being planned.

### 2.4.4. TP scenario {#s0070}

In recent years, Beijing has made many efforts in technology to realize energy savings and emission reductions. Since 2000, Beijing has accelerated the elimination of vehicles which are high in emissions or have high pollution rates (i.e. "yellow label vehicles" which did not reach the Chinese national standard I for gasoline or national standard III for diesel). Beijing improved its emission standards from Europe I to Europe II in 2004. Then the European III standard was implemented in 2008. In addition, Beijing, as a representative of Chinese cities, completed an upgrade in its emissions standard from Chinese national standard IV to V in advance of the deadline. What is more, the Beijing municipal commerce commission formally issued *"The notice about implementation of 5th stage automotive gasoline and diesel standards in Beijing"* in May 7, 2012. Beijing had carried out the new automotive gasoline and diesel standard (Jing V) by May 31, 2012. The adjusted standard was stricter than the national standard\'s recommended indexes in the 5th stage, which was the same as the European standard for the same stage. Comparing to technologies for emission reductions, the development of technology for energy savings went through a relative lag. *"Automobile fuel consumption marking"* was not officially launched until June 22, 2009.

### 2.4.5. ARM scenario {#s0075}

In the past few years, Beijing has effectively coped with urban passenger transport problems by restricting car purchases and use, controlling the excessive growth of the population and so on. First, Beijing formally announced *"the interim provisions on passenger car quantity regulation of Beijing"* in December 23, 2010 (commonly known as the "limit acquisition rule (LAR)"). According to LAR, Beijing carried out a restraining policy on the annual incremental cars. Annual incremental car purchase credits numbered 240,000, and individual demand accounted for 88% of credits. Credits were distributed by free lottery. In addition, cars whose licenses were not native were banned when driving within the fifth ring road during peak hours to reduce the rebound effect. Second, according to "*Beijing's municipal circular of restrict traveling on weekday at peak hours*", vehicle licenses would be divided into 5 groups from April 10, 2011 to April 10, 2012, based on the last number on the license. The city then implemented regional motor vehicle restrictions during peak weekday hours. At present, the vehicle restriction policy on travel is still in practice. The Beijing municipal transportation committee said that whether they continue to implement this policy depends on the actual situation. Third, the population of Beijing reached 19.619 million in 2010. The floating population reached 7.047 million with an incremental increase of 905,000 people from the year before. The population has reached its highest record level so far. The explosive growth in population has placed huge pressure on the urban passenger transport system in Beijing. Therefore, we suggest limiting the influx of floating populations by balancing development of medium cities and small towns, gradually reducing or even cancelling special benefits obtained from Beijing\'s Household Registration.

### 2.4.6. CP scenario {#s0080}

The comprehensive policy scenario was the integration of the above four scenarios, the PDPT, TDM, TP, and ARM scenarios.

3. Results {#s0085}
==========

3.1. Transport mode {#s0090}
-------------------

Changes in the share rate of different transport modes were obtained using the BUPTCM model, as shown in [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 5The changes in share rate of different transport modes.

In the BAU scenario, the share rate of rail transit shows a rising trend, up from 12.3% in 2011 to 19.5% in 2020. In addition, although the absolute value of bus trip volumes is on the rise, its share rate presents a downward trend from 26% in 2011 to 20% in 2020. At the same time, the share rate of cars continues to decline as the share rate of public transport increases. It will decrease from 37% in 2011 to 34.3% in 2020. What is more, the share rate of walking and cycling will slightly decline and the share rate of taxis will rise slightly. From what has been discussed above, the Beijing urban passenger transport structure can undergo a certain degree of optimization with the development of public transport where rail transit is a major leading component.

In the PDPT scenario, the share rate of rail transit rises sharply, and the share rate of cars drops significantly. Meanwhile the share rate of buses presents a slight decline, though it has a small rise in absolute trip volumes. In addition, the share rate of walking and cycling shows a declining trend in ways to travel from non-motor to motorized vehicles. In general, the share rate of public transport will rise sharply more than 60% in 2020. Under this scenario trip structure is optimized in all individual policies.

Similar to the BAU scenario, due to the development of public transport system that cannot meet travel demand for more long distance and more comfortable options, the falling share rate of the car will slow in the TDM and TP scenarios. It will still be close to 35% by 2020.

In the ARM scenario, purchase and use of a car is governed by tight restrictions, and the share rate of cars declines sharply. Overall, the share rate of rail transit will steadily increase, while the share rate of cars will continue to decline, with urban passenger transport structure trends that are more reasonable.

In the CP scenario, the share rate of cars is low in the beginning, and then will continue to decline from 21.9% in 2011 to 8.1% in 2020 with the development of public transport. The share rate of public transport will rise sharply, up from 45.3% in 2011 to 85.1% in 2020.

In all scenarios, the development of motorized transport is rapid, combined with the continued decline in walking and cycling. The result is that urban residents will seldom travel by foot or bike in the coming years. These modes of transport will only be used as supplements to motorized transport to meet the needs of short distance travel.

3.2. Energy consumption and CO~2~ emissions {#s0095}
-------------------------------------------

In the BAU scenario, the contribution rate of different transport modes to energy consumption and CO~2~ emissions is shown in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. The contribution rate of cars to energy consumption is always maintained above 88% in this scenario. Energy consumption of cars will rise from 6.41 million tce in 2011 to 9.26 million tce in 2020, with an average annual growth rate of 4.44%. In this scenario, car is the most significant contributor to energy consumption. Similarly, the CO~2~ emissions of cars also play a leading role. They will rise from 13.61 million tonnes in 2011 to 19.65 million tonnes in 2020, with an average annual growth rate of 4.44%. The contribution rate of cars to CO~2~ emissions will also rise from 89% in 2011 to 90.6% in 2020. To sum up, the energy consumption and CO~2~ emissions of cars is a primary cause of existing energy consumption and CO~2~ emissions associated with urban passenger transport in Beijing and will inevitably become the focus of any process geared toward realizing a low-carbon transport system of the future.Table 2The contribution rate of different transport modes to energy consumption and CO~2~ emissions.Mode2011201220132014201520162017201820192020Energy consum-pitonCar88.1%88.9%89.2%89.3%89.5%89.6%89.4%89.1%89.2%89.1%Taxi7.0%6.5%6.2%6.1%5.9%5.8%5.9%6.0%5.9%5.8%Bus3.9%3.7%3.5%3.5%3.4%3.3%3.4%3.4%3.4%3.4%Rail1.0%1.0%1.0%1.1%1.2%1.3%1.4%1.5%1.6%1.7%                        CO~2~ emissionsCar89.0%89.8%90.2%90.3%90.6%90.7%90.7%90.5%90.6%90.6%Taxi7.0%6.5%6.3%6.2%6.0%5.9%5.9%6.1%6.0%5.9%Bus4.0%3.7%3.5%3.5%3.4%3.4%3.4%3.5%3.4%3.4%Rail0.0%0.0%0.0%0.0%0.0%0.0%0.0%0.0%0.0%0.0%

The changes in total energy consumption under different scenarios are shown in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}(a). In the TP scenario, the fall of total energy consumption is minimal. In the TDM scenario, the decline in total energy consumption happens earlier and is greater in the beginning. However, it appears to surge once again as time passes. In the PDPT scenario, total energy consumption shows a declining trend in the beginning, but evidences a slightly upward trend after 2016. In the ARM scenario, total energy consumption has the largest decline of all of the individual policies in the beginning and maintains a lower level of consumption continuously until 2020. Through the above different scenarios analyses, it is obvious that the ARM and TDM policies are both highly effective ways to reduce the energy consumption of urban passenger transport in the short term. In the CP scenario, total energy consumption is lowest in the beginning and then declines continuously. Whether in the short or long-term, the result of energy reduction in CP is best among all policies.Fig. 6(a) Beijing urban passenger transport total energy consumption in the different scenarios. (b) Beijing urban passenger transport total CO~2~ emissions in the different scenarios. (c) Beijing urban passenger transport energy consumption per capita in the different scenarios. (d) Beijing urban passenger transport CO~2~ emissions per capita in the different scenarios.

The changes in total CO~2~ emissions under different scenarios are shown in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}(b). In the TP scenario, the implementation of "Chinese national standard V" for motor vehicle emissions and the "Jing V standard" of fuel, as well as the elimination of "yellow label vehicles", will lead to a relatively larger decline in CO~2~ emissions than energy consumption. In spite of this, the total CO~2~ emissions still present a rising trend because of the increase in urban residents\' travel. The change in total CO~2~ emissions is similar to energy consumption in other scenarios, so we do not repeat the discussion here.

Changes in energy consumption per capita under different scenarios are shown in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}(c). In the TP scenario, energy consumption per capita declines slightly. The main reason is that the energy economy around urban transport is difficult to make great progress in the short term, due to limitations in capital and technology. In TDM scenario, energy consumption per capita shows a slow decline in the beginning, and then its decline becomes more rapid. In the PDPT scenario, energy consumption per capita shows a sharp downward trend, but the pace of decline slows down gradually. Energy consumption per capita in the ARM scenario is the lowest of all individual policies, but the amplitude of decline is much smaller than in the PDPT scenario throughout the entire period. Compared with different scenarios, the ARM and TDM policies have a huge initial drop in energy consumption per capita. However, the PDPT policy will result in a dramatic decrease in energy consumption per capita on the whole. Therefore, it presents an important way to fundamentally reduce energy consumption from urban passenger transport. In the CP scenario, energy consumption per capita shows a level low in the beginning and continuously falling, with a rate of decline that begins quickly and slows over time.

Changes in CO~2~ emissions per capita under different scenarios are shown in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}(d). There is little difference between the changes in CO~2~ emissions per capita and changes in energy consumption per capita for the TDM, PDPT, ARM, and CP scenarios, with the exception of the relative larger changes in CO~2~ emissions per capita in TP, due to stricter emissions standards.

4. Discussion {#s0100}
=============

4.1. The cumulative effect of policies {#s0105}
--------------------------------------

To discuss the effect of the PDPT, TDM, TP, and ARM scenarios on energy savings and emissions reductions, the simulated time was divided into two periods: 2011--2015 and 2016--2020. Specific cases are shown in [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 7(a) The cumulative effect of total energy consumption in different scenarios. (b) The cumulative effect of total CO~2~ emissions in different scenarios. (c) The cumulative effect of energy consumption per capita in different scenarios. (d) The cumulative effect of CO~2~ emissions per capita in different scenarios.

It is obvious that of all of the individual policy scenarios, ARM always has the best effect on both energy savings and emission reductions. A comparison of [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}(a) and (b) shows that TP\'s contribution to emission reduction is superior to energy savings both in absolute value and relative percentage. Although TDM policies take effect quickly, their effect on energy savings and emission reduction in the second five-years is significantly weaker than in the first five-years. In addition, the energy consumption per capita and CO~2~ emissions per capita in the PDPT scenario in the second five-year period is significantly lower than that in the first five-year period, as seen in [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}(c) and (d). This phenomenon reflects that the PDPT policy has a certain lag time before it becomes effective. Thus, we assume that PDPT will play a more important role in energy conservation and emission reductions in the future.

4.2. The optimal sequence of policy implementation {#s0110}
--------------------------------------------------

Comparing CP with the individual policies, it is easy to find that implementing CP is always more effective than implementing any individual policy in the terms of energy savings and emissions reduction. To explore the role of each individual policy in the CP, we investigated the effect of each individual policy under different conditions. According to the analysis in S[ection 3.2](#s0095){ref-type="sec"}, it is obvious that there is not much difference among PDPT, TDM, TP and ARM in terms of energy savings and emission reduction.[15](#fn15){ref-type="fn"} In addition, Chinese government is under great pressure to reduce emissions to response to global climate change ([@bib27], [@bib77], [@bib81]). As a result, we just discuss effects on emissions reduction from each individual policy. Specific calculation methods are shown in [Table B.3](#t0025){ref-type="table"} ([Appendix B](#s0160){ref-type="sec"}).

In [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}(a), the effect of PDPT−(TDM+TP)[16](#fn16){ref-type="fn"} is most significant, which indicates that the effect of PDPT will be best after the implementation of TDM and TP. Comparing PDPT−TDM, PDPT−TP with PDPT−ARM, we find that the PDPT scenario will be most impactful only after the implementation of TP. What is more, PDPT−(TP+ARM) is always negative; PDPT−(TDM+ARM) is also negative before 2014, while PDPT−(TDM+TP+ARM) is always positive. These conflicts illustrate that the implementation of ARM has a serious influence for the effect of PDPT. Therefore, PDPT should be implemented before ARM. In short, the best policy implementation sequence to maximize the effects of PDPT is TP→TDM→PDPT→ARM.Fig. 8(a) The CO~2~ emissions reduction change from PDPT implementation under different conditions. (b) The CO~2~ emissions reduction change from TDM implementation under different conditions. (c) The CO~2~ emissions reduction change from TP implementation under different conditions. (d) The CO~2~ emissions reduction change after ARM implementation under different conditions.

[Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}(b) demonstrates that the effect of TDM−(PDPT+TP) is best, indicating that the implementation of TDM will be most effective after the implementation of PDPT and TP. Comparing TDM−PDPT, TDM−TP with TDM−ARM, we reach the following conclusions: TDM will be enhanced after TP; however, the effect of TDM will be weakened after the implementation of ARM. In addition, the effect of TDM−(PDPT+TP+ARM) is prominent, which shows that TDM provides effective measures to solve the traffic problem at any time and should be practiced unremittingly. Therefore, the best policy implementation sequence to maximize the effects of TDM is TP→PDPT→TDM→ARM.

[Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}(c) illustrates that the effect of TP−(PDPT+TDM) is most significant, which suggests that ARM should be implemented after TP in order for TP to be most effective. Comparing TP−PDPT, TP−TDM with TP−ARM, we find that PDPT should be implemented first, then TDM, followed by ARM. To sum up, the best policy implementation sequence to maximize the effects of TP is PDPT→TDM →TP→ARM.

[Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}(d) demonstrates that ARM should be implemented first to obtain the best effect of ARM−BAU. However, the ARM policy has a strong crowding-out effect on PDPT, TDM and TP. As a result the ARM policy should be implemented last to leave space for the effects of PDPT, TDM and TP policies. The effect of ARM−TP is second-most prominent; thus, TP should be implemented first. Comparing ARM−PDPT with ARM−TDM reveals that the effect of ARM−PDPT is more substantial than ARM−TDM early on; however, it become worse later. In addition, PDPT has a certain lag time, while TDM requires good public transport conditions as a prerequisite. All in all, the best policy implementation sequence to maximize the effects of ARM is TP→PDPT→TDM→ARM.

From the above, the best policy implementation sequence to maximize the effect of all individual policy in CP is TP→PDPT→TDM→ARM.

5. Conclusions and policy Implications {#s0115}
======================================

5.1. Key conclusions {#s0120}
--------------------

In this study, we constructed a BUPTCM. Through an authenticity test and a dimensional consistency test, we demonstrated that BUPTCM is reliable and effective. Based on a sensitivity analysis, we simulated Beijing urban passenger transport energy consumption and CO~2~ emissions and changes in the share rate of transport mode in BAU, PDPT, TDM, TP, ARM and CP scenarios.

In terms of transport structure optimization, Beijing should rely primarily on the development of the public transport system with a focus on rail transit. In addition, walking and cycling will be an effective complement to public transport to meet the requirements of short distance travel.

In terms of transport energy consumption and CO~2~ emissions, PDPT has a positive effect. However, PDPT has a certain lag time, so its effect on energy conservation and emissions reduction will be revealed gradually over time. TDM reveals results quickly and has excellent short-term effects. It can account for the lag in the effect of the PDPT policies when the two are pursued in tandem. In terms of emissions reductions, TP\'s contribution is much stronger here than in the area of energy savings. ARM can achieve the stated goals most quickly and with the largest drop in numbers. The effect of CP is better than each individual policy pursued separately. However, its cost is the highest, as well.

5.2. Policy implications {#s0125}
------------------------

To achieve the goal of urban passenger transport energy conservation and emissions reduction and to realize the development of low-carbon transport modes in the future, we recommend a series of policies and measures based on the PDPT, TDM, TP, ARM and CP scenarios.

Specifically, PDPT is an effective way to solve urban passenger transport problems in cities like Beijing, which is a megacity with large populations. There is no doubt that public transport, which is dominated by rail transit, should be developed as soon as possible in Beijing and other megacities with large populations. Furthermore, we also need to improve the travel environment for walking and cycling by setting up special driveways, increasing the lanes\' greening, and encouraging new ways of walking and cycling, such as electric bicycles, to enhance the share rate of walking and cycling.

The mechanism design for TDM is more important. The related departments should forecast ahead and consider a variety of possible loopholes to this policy. The various possible impacts of urban development and layout on travel from TDM should be considered at the beginning of the city planning effort.

TP still has a great potential to be discovered. At present, the effect produced by TP on emission reduction is better than that on energy savings in Beijing. From the point of practical experience, technology research and development require a large number of inputs and have a much longer investment payback period. Therefore, vehicle manufacturers and energy providers usually lack the motivation to research such technologies. This urges the government to formulate and promulgate more strict technical standards as soon as possible. What is more, providing certain compensation through different incentives, such as deductions and tax exemptions, may be significantly more substantial compensation, which will help realize ultimate goal.

In general, ARM relies on the government\'s coercive power to implement the related policies, so the government needs to consider both fairness and efficiency in the implementation process. In addition, the related departments should provide explanations about ARM policies to obtain support and understanding from the residents to reduce the rebound effect. What is more, a supervisory mechanism and exit mechanism are also important parts of these policies. Taking Beijing as an example, the effect of ARM on energy conservation and emission reduction is obviously very positive. However, Beijing has already changed car quotas from its original 240,000 vehicles per year to 150,000 vehicles per year in 2014, including 20,000 quotas which are set aside for new energy car.[17](#fn17){ref-type="fn"}

There is no doubt that the energy conservation and emission reduction effect of CP is the best solution of all policies and measures analyzed here. Within this, we propose that the optimal policy implementation sequence in CP is TP→PDPT→TDM→ARM.

5.3. Future works {#s0130}
-----------------

The conclusion of this article confirms the views that technological and regulatory solutions should be implemented first followed by economic ones ([@bib47]). However, without considering the characteristics and development stage of different cities from the time dimension, it is unknown whether this sequence for policy implementation is only suitable to Beijing or applicable in other cities as well. Furthermore, the implementation cost of each policy was not taken into account in this analysis. These conditions need to be studied further. Governments should choose the appropriate policy portfolio to achieve the most significant energy savings and emission reductions in practice, according to each city\'s own characteristics and development stage and considering the cost of implementation and the applicable scope of different policies.

Appendix A. {#s0135}
===========

The principal equation of the economy subsystems are as follows: {#s0140}
----------------------------------------------------------------

L GDP=INTEG (GDP increment)+initial GDP, unit: 10000\*Yuan, note: the INTEG is integral sign.

R GDP increment=GDP\*GDP growth rate, unit: 10,000\*Yuan/year

A GDP per capita=GDP/total population, unit: Yuan/persons

A GDP growth rate=WITH LOOKUP (Time), Initial Value (\[(2002, 0.02)--(2020, 0.25)\], (2002, 0.16041), (2003, 0.2049), (2004, 0.15519), (2005, 0.16476), (2006, 0.21299), (2007, 0.12879), (2008, 0.0339), (2009, 0.16132), (2010, 0.1515), (2011, 0.08), (2012, 0.08), (2013, 0.08), (2014, 0.08), (2015, 0.08), (2016, 0.06), (2017, 0.06), (2018, 0.06), (2019, 0.06), (2020, 0.06)), unit: %/year, note: The GDP growth rate is table function of simulate time.

The principal equation of the population subsystems are as follows {#s0145}
------------------------------------------------------------------

L floating population=INTEG (floating population increment)+initial floating population, unit: 10,000\*persons, note: the INTEG is integral sign

L resident population=INTEG (resident population increment)+initial resident population, unit: 10,000\*persons, note: the INTEG is integral sign

R floating population increment=GDP per capita\*floating population increment factor+floating population increment constant, unit: 10,000\*persons/year, note: *R* ^2^=0.974, DW=3.408, Prob (*F*-statistic)=0R resident population increment=resident population\*resident population growth rate, unit: 10,000\*persons/year

A total population=floating population+resident population, unit: 10,000\*persons

A floating population increment constant=−58.8476, unit: 10,000\*persons/year, note: It is calculated by the regression in which GDP per capita as independent variable and floating population increment as the dependent variable.

A floating population increment factor=0.001957, unit: 10,000\*persons\*persons/Yuan/year, note: It is calculated by the regression in which GDP per capita as independent variable and floating population increment as the dependent variable.

A resident population growth rate=WITH LOKUP (Time), Initial Value (\[(2002, 0)--(2020, 0.02)\], (2002, 0.012321), (2003, 0.01088), (2004, 0.01212), (2005, 0.01508), (2006, 0.01411), (2007, 0.01294), (2008, 0.0135), (2009, 0.01276), (2010, 0.00907), (2011, 0.009), (2012, 0.009), (2013, 0.009), (2014, 0.009), (2015, 0.009), (2016, 0.008), (2017, 0.008), (2018, 0.008), (2019, 0.008), (2020, 0.008)), unit: %/year, note: The resident population growth rate is table function of simulate time.

The principal equation of the transport subsystems are as follows: {#s0150}
------------------------------------------------------------------

L the number of cars=INTEG (car increment)+initial number of cars, unit: vehicle, note: the INTEG is integral sign.

L bus trip volumes=INTEG (bus trip volumes increment)+initial bus trip volumes, unit: 10,000\*person\*time

L the number of buses=INTEG (the number of buses increment−the number of buses scrapped)+initial number of buses, unit: vehicle

L rail transit trip volumes=INTEG (rail transit trip volumes increment)+initial rail transit trip volumes, unit: 10,000\*person\*time

R car increment=GDP per capita\*car increment factor+car increment constant, unit: vehicle/year, note: *R* ^2^=0.987, DW=0.970, Prob (*F*-statistic)=0R bus trip volumes increment=bus attraction\*car trip volumes, unit: 10,000\*person\*time/year

R the number of buses increment=total income\*equipment update fee rate/bus unit price, unit: vehicle/year

R the number of buses scrapped=bus scrap rate\*the number of buses, unit: vehicle/year

R rail transit trip volumes increment=rail transit length increment\*the number of rail transit passengers per kilometer+initial length of rail transit\*(the number of rail transit passengers per kilometer−initial number of rail transit passengers per kilometer), unit: 10,000\*person\*time /year

A car increment constant=−242,605, unit: vehicle/year, note: It is calculated by the regression in which GDP per capita as independent variable and car increment as the dependent variable.

A car increment factor=11.3291, unit: person\*vehicle/Yuan/year, note: It is calculated by the regression in which GDP per capita as independent variable and car increment as the dependent variable.

A average passengers per car=WITH LOOKUP (rail transit trip volumes), Initial Value (\[(0, 0)--(1.3e+006, 0.6)\], (47,258, 0.4023), (47,690, 0.566), (60650, 0.4529), (65,488, 0.2569), (67,994, 0.4246), (70,298, 0.3053), (104,346, 0.2557), (146654, 0.2257), (210,157, 0.1818), (250,000, 0.16), (300,000, 0.13), (350,000, 0.11), (400,000, 0.09), (500,000, 0.07), (600,000, 0.06), (800,000, 0.05), (1e+006, 0.04), (1.3e+006, 0.035)), unit: 10,000\*person\*time/vehicle, note: The average passengers per car is table function of simulate time.

A car trip volumes=average passengers per car\*the number of cars−car trip volumes decrement, unit: 10,000\*person\*time

A car trip volumes decrement=WITH LOOKUP (Time), Initial Value (\[(2002, 0), (2020, 60,000)\], (2002, 10.81), (2003, 8.75), (2004, 11.65), (2005, 72.35), (2006, 64.31), (2007, 59.99), (2008, 143.13), (2009, 154.13), (2010, 142.5), (2011, 1257), (2012, 1363), (2013, 1428), (2014, 1457), (2015, 1498), (2016, 1521), (2017, 1515), (2018, 1485), (2019, 1511), (2020, 1518)), unit: %/year, note: The car trip volumes decrement is table function of simulate time.

A operating income=fare\*bus trip volumes, unit: 10,000\*Yuan

A total income=operating income/the ratio of operating income to total income+operating subsidies increment, unit: 10,000\*Yuan

A operating subsidies increment=0, unit: 10,000\*Yuan

A the ratio of operating income to total income=1/3, unit: %

A equipment update fee rate=3.5, unit: %/year

A bus unit price=50, unit: 10,000\*Yuan/vehicle

A bus scrap rate=1, unit: ‰/year

A the number of operating buses=the number of buses \*(1−bus maintenance ratio), unit: vehicle

A bus maintenance ratio=5, unit: %

A frequency of bus=(the number of operating buses\*average number of runs/the number of operating lines)/average operating time, unit: vehicle\*time/line/min

A the number of operating lines=620, unit: line

A average operating time=40, unit: min

A average number of runs=20, unit: time

A Departure time interval=interval/frequency of bus, unit: min

A interval=60, unit: min

A maximum wait time=0.75\*1\*Departure time interval+0.2\*2\*Departure time interval+0.05\*3\*Departure time interval, unit: min

A the level of maximum wait time=IF THEN ELSE (maximum wait time ≦ 1, 9, IF THEN ELSE (maximum wait time ≦ 3, 7, IF THEN ELSE (maximum wait time ≦ 5, 5, IF THEN ELSE (maximum wait time ≦ 9, 3, 1)))), unit: Dmnl, note: IF THEN ELSE (a, b, c) is selection function, when condition a is satisfied, the function value is b, otherwise, the function value is c. We determine the maximum waiting time nodes and corresponding utility value according to the results of the questionnaire.

A fare=1, unit: Yuan/person/time

A the level of fare=IF THEN ELSEIF THEN ELSE ( fare \<1, 9, IF THEN ELSE ( fare ≦ 2, 7, IF THEN ELSE (fare ≦ 5, 5, IF THEN ELSE (fare ≦ 10, 3, 1)))), unit: Dmnl, note: IF THEN ELSE (a, b, c) is selection function, when condition a is satisfied, the function value is b, otherwise, the function value is c. We determine the fare nodes and corresponding utility value according to the results of the questionnaire.

A punctuality rate=WITH LOOKUP (Time), Initial Value (\[(2002, 0)--(2020, 1)\], (2002, 0.8), (2003, 0.81), (2004, 0.82), (2005, 0.83), (2006, 0.84), (2007, 0.85), (2008, 0.86), (2009, 0.87), (2010, 0.88), (2011, 0.88), (2012, 0.88), (2013, 0.88), (2014, 0.88), (2015, 0.88), (2016, 0.88), (2017, 0.88), (2018, 0.88), (2019, 0.88), (2020, 0.88)), unit: %, note: The punctuality rate is table function of simulate time.

A the level of punctuality rate=IF THEN ELSEIF THEN ELSE ( punctuality rate \<0.7, 1, IF THEN ELSE (punctuality rate \<0.8, 3, IF THEN ELSE ( punctuality rate \<0.9, 5, IF THEN ELSE (punctuality rate \<0.95, 7, 9)))), unit: Dmnl, note: IF THEN ELSE (a, b, c) is selection function, when condition a is satisfied, the function value is b, otherwise, the function value is c. We determine the punctuality rate nodes and corresponding utility value according to the results of the questionnaire.

A average speed=WITH LOOKUP (Time), Initial Value (\[(2002, 0)--(2020, 40)\], (2002, 40), (2003, 38), (2004, 36), (2005, 34), (2006, 32), (2007, 31), (2008, 30), (2009, 29), (2010, 28), (2011, 28), (2012, 28), (2013, 28), (2014, 28), (2015, 28), (2016, 28), (2017, 28), (2018, 28), (2019, 28), (2020, 28)), unit: km/h, note: The average speed is table function of simulate time.

A the level of average speed=IF THEN ELSE (average speed ≦ 25, 1, IF THEN ELSE (average speed ≦ 30, 3, IF THEN ELSE (average speed ≦ 35, 5, IF THEN ELSE (average speed ≦ 40, 7, 9)))), unit: Dmnl, note: IF THEN ELSE (a, b, c) is selection function, when condition a is satisfied, the function value is b, otherwise, the function value is c. We determine the average speed nodes and corresponding utility value according to the results of the questionnaire.

A other factors=WITH LOOKUP (Time), Initial Value (\[(2002, 0)--(2020, 100)\], (2002, 60), (2003, 60), (2004, 60), (2005, 65), (2006, 65), (2007, 65), (2008, 70), (2009, 70), (2010, 70), (2011, 70), (2012, 70), (2013, 70), (2014, 70), (2015, 70), (2016, 70), (2017, 70), (2018, 70), (2019, 70), (2020, 70)), unit: Dmnl, note: The other factors is table function of simulate time.

A the level of other factors=WITH LOOKUP (other factors), Initial Value (\[(0, 0)--(703, 10)\], (60, 1), (70, 3), (80, 5), (90, 7), (100, 9)), unit: Dmnl, note: The level of other factors is table function of simulate time. We determine the level of other factors nodes and corresponding utility value according to the results of the questionnaire.

A bus service level=the level of other factors\*0.074+the level of punctuality rate\*0.268+the level of average speed\*0.2053+the level of maximum wait time\*0.266+the level of fare\*0.187, unit: Dmnl

A bus attraction=((bus service level−bus service level last year)/bus service level last year)\*bus attractive factor, unit: 1/year

A bus service level last year=WITH LOOKUP (Time), Initial Value (\[(2002, 0)--(2020, 10)\], (2002, 4.958), (2003, 4.958), (2004, 4.958), (2005, 4.621), (2006, 4.621), (2007, 5.153), (2008, 4.816), (2009, 4.816), (2010, 4.816), (2011, 4.81), (2012, 4.81), (2013, 4.81), (2014, 4.81), (2015, 4.81), (2016, 4.81), (2017, 4.81), (2018, 4.81), (2019, 4.81), (2020,4.81)), unit: Dmnl, note: The bus service level last year is table function of simulate time.

A bus attractive factor=1/0.767, unit: 1/year, note: We determine bus attractive factor according to the results of the questionnaire.

A rail transit length increment=WITH LOOKUP (Time), Initial Value (\[(2002, −10)--(2020, 120)\], (2002, 0), (2003, 0), (2004, 0), (2005, 0), (2006, 2), (2007, 58), (2008, 28), (2009, 108), (2010, 36), (2011, 30), (2012, 30), (2013, 30), (2014, 30), (2015, 30), (2016, 30), (2017, 30), (2018, 30), (2019, 30), (2020, 30)), unit: km, note: The rail transit length increment is table function of simulate time.

A the number of rail transit passengers increment per kilometer=WITH LOOKUP (Time), Initial Value (\[(2002, −200)--(2020, 180)\], (2002,−3), (2003, 93), (2004, 51), (2005, 16), (2006, −27), (2008, 147), (2009, 16), (2010, 74), (2011, 30), (2012, 30), (2013, 30), (2014, 30), (2015, 30), (2016, 30), (2017, 30), (2018, 30), (2019, 30), (2020, 30)), unit: 10000\*person\*time/km/year, note: The rail transit length increment is table function of simulate time.

A the number of rail transit passengers per kilometer=initial number of rail transit passengers per kilometer+the number of rail transit passengers increment per kilometer, unit: 10,000\*person\*time/km/year

A the number of rail transit vehicles=WITH LOOKUP (Time), Initial Value (\[(2002, 0)--(2020, 6000)\], (2002, 641), (2003, 692), (2004, 892), (2005, 968), (2006, 967), (2007, 1130), (2008, 1714), (2009, 2014), (2010, 2463), (2011, 2850), (2012, 2950), (2013, 3050), (2014, 3150), (2015, 3250), (2016, 3350), (2017, 3450), (2018, 3550), (2019, 3650), (2020, 3750)), unit: vehicle, note: the number of rail transit vehicles is table function of simulate time.

A initial number of rail transit passengers per kilometer=WITH LOOKUP (the number of rail transit vehicles), Initial Value (\[(641, 0)--(5050, 2000)\], (641, 331), (692, 328), (892,421), (967, 488), (968, 472), (1130, 461), (1714, 608), (2014, 624), (2463, 550), (2850, 589), (2950, 620), (3050, 650), (3150, 680), (3250, 710), (3350, 740), (3450, 770), (3550, 800), (3650, 830), (3750, 860)), unit: 10000\*person\*time/km/year, note: the initial number of rail transit passengers per kilometer is table function of simulate time.

A annual trip volumes per capita=WITH LOOKUP (Time), Initial Value (\[(2002, 0)--(2020, 2000)\], (2002, 1456), (2003, 1172), (2004, 1336), (2005, 1302), (2006, 1034), (2007, 955), (2008, 1040), (2009, 1048), (2010, 984), (2011, 934), (2012, 915), (2013, 897), (2014, 879), (2015, 861), (2016, 844), (2017, 827), (2018, 811), (2019, 795), (2020, 779)), unit: time, note: the annual trip volumes per capita is table function of simulate time.

A total trip volumes=total population\*annual trip volumes per capita, unit: 10,000\*person\*time

A taxi trip volumes=WITH LOOKUP (Time), Initial Value (\[(2002, 0)--(2020, 80,000)\], (2002, 50,766), (2003, 54,468), (2004, 64,378), (2005, 71,072), (2006, 64,121), (2007, 64,111), (2008, 69,000), (2009, 68,000), (2010, 69,000), (2011, 69,000), (2012, 69,000), (2013, 69,000), (2014, 69,000), (2015, 69,000), (2016, 69,000), (2017, 69,000), (2018, 69,000), (2019, 69,000), (2020, 69,000)), unit: 10,000\*person\*time, note: the taxi trip volumes is table function of simulate time.

A public transport trip volumes=bus trip volumes+rail transit trip volumes, unit: 10,000\*person\*time

A walking and cycling trip volumes=total trip volumes−public transport trip volumes−car trip volumes−taxi trip volumes, unit: 10,000\*person\*time

The principal equation of the energy consumption and emissions subsystems are as follows: {#s0155}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A car driving distance per capita=WITH LOOKUP (Time), Initial Value (\[(2002, 0)--(2020, 15)\], (2002, 10.11), (2003, 10.32), (2004, 10.53), (2005, 10.75), (2006, 10.97), (2007, 11.19), (2008, 11.41), (2009, 11.64), (2010, 11.87), (2011, 12.11), (2012, 12.35), (2013, 12.6), (2014, 12.85), (2015, 13.11), (2016, 13.37), (2017, 13.64), (2018, 13.91), (2019, 14.19), (2020, 14.48)), unit: km, note: the car driving distance per capita is table function of simulate time.

A car energy consumption coefficient per capita=678, unit: l/(10,000\*person\*time\*km)

A taxi driving distance per capita=WITH LOOKUP (Time), Initial Value (\[(2002, 0)--(2020, 20)\], (2002, 7.2), (2003, 7.34), (2004, 7.49), (2005, 7.64), (2006, 7.8), (2007, 7.96), (2008, 8.12), (2009, 8.28), (2010, 8.45), (2011, 8.62), (2012, 8.79), (2013, 8.96), (2014, 9.14), (2015, 9.33), (2016, 9.51), (2017, 9.7), (2018, 9.9), (2019, 10.1), (2020, 10.3)), unit: km, note: the taxi driving distance per capita is table function of simulate time.

A taxi energy consumption coefficient per capita=734, unit: l/(10,000\*person\*time\*km)

A bus driving distance per capita=WITH LOOKUP (Time), Initial Value (\[(2002, 0)--(2020, 20)\], (2002, 7.61), (2003, 7.77), (2004, 7.92), (2005, 8.09), (2006, 8.25), (2007, 8.42), (2008, 8.59), (2009, 8.76), (2010, 8.94), (2011, 9.11), (2012, 9.3), (2013, 9.48), (2014, 9.67), (2015, 9.87), (2016, 10.06), (2017, 10.26), (2018, 10.47), (2019, 10.68), (2020, 10.89)), unit: km, note: the bus driving distance per capita is table function of simulate time.

A bus energy consumption coefficient per capita=57, unit: l/(10,000\*person\*time\*km)

A rail transit driving distance per capita=WITH LOOKUP (Time), Initial Value (\[(2002, 0)--(2020, 40)\], (2002, 11.89), (2003, 12.13), (2004, 12.38), (2005, 12.63), (2006, 12.89), (2007, 13.15), (2008, 13.41), (2009, 13.68), (2010, 13.95), (2011, 14.23), (2012, 14.52), (2013, 14.81), (2014, 15.11), (2015, 15.41), (2016, 15.72), (2017, 16.03), (2018, 16.35), (2019, 16.68), (2020,17.01)), unit: km, note: the rail transit driving distance per capita is table function of simulate time.

A rail transit energy consumption coefficient per capita=178.15, unit: kw\*h/(10,000\*person\*time\*km)

A car fuel consumption=car driving distance per capita\*car energy consumption coefficient per capita\*car trip volumes, unit: l

A taxi fuel consumption=taxi energy consumption coefficient per capita\*taxi driving distance per capita\*taxi trip volumes, unit: l

A bus fuel consumption=bus driving distance per capita\*bus energy consumption coefficient per capita\*bus trip volumes, unit: l

A rail transit power consumption=rail transit driving distance per capita\*rail transit energy consumption coefficient per capita\*rail transit trip volumes, unit: kw\*h

A fuel consumption CO~2~ emission factor=2.466, unit: kg/l

A power consumption CO~2~ emission factor=0, unit: kg/(kw\*h)

A car CO~2~ emissions=car fuel consumption\*fuel consumption CO~2~ emission factor, unit: kg

A taxi CO~2~ emissions=taxi fuel consumption\*fuel consumption CO~2~ emission factor, unit: kg

A bus CO~2~ emissions=bus fuel consumption\*fuel consumption CO~2~ emission factor, unit: kg

A rail transit power consumption=rail transit driving distance per capita\*rail transit energy consumption coefficient per capita\*rail transit trip volumes, unit: kg

A total energy consumption=taxi fuel consumption\*fuel and standard coal conversion coefficient+car fuel consumption\*fuel and standard coal conversion coefficient+bus fuel consumption\*fuel and standard coal conversion coefficient+power and standard coal conversion coefficient\*rail transit power consumption, unit: kg standard coal

A total CO~2~ emissions=taxi CO~2~ emissions+car CO~2~ emissions+bus CO~2~ emissions+rail transit emissions, unit: kg

Appendix B {#s0160}
==========

See Table [B.1](#t0015){ref-type="table"}--[B.3.](#t0025){ref-type="table"} Table B.1Authenticity test results.YearsGDP per capita/YuanError/%Total population/10,000 personError/%Actual valueSimulation valueActual valueSimulation value200230,73030,319−1.341423.21423.20.00200334,77734,8280.151456.41437.7−1.28200440,91641,3371.031492.71459.5−2.22200545,99346,5981.321538.01495.7−2.75200651,72252,5161.541601.01545.7−3.45200760,09661,2921.991676.01606.5−4.14200864,49166,0302.391771.01683.3−4.95200966,94064,915−3.021860.01770.2−4.83201073,85671,970−2.551961.91854.3−5.48              YearsTotal trip volumes/10,000 person timeError/%The number of cars/10,000 vehicleError/%Actual valueSimulation valueActual valueSimulation value20022,072,7672,072,179−0.03728,800729,0000.0320031,706,2061,684,969−1.24984,000829,882−15.6620041,993,9791,949,910−2.211,166,800981,846−15.8520052,002,2751,947,342−2.741,405,2001,207,548−14.0720061,655,8201,598,302−3.471,675,7001,492,854−10.9120071,600,7221,534,236−4.151,993,7001,845,213−7.4520081,842,6821,750,640−5.002,356,1002,296,987−2.5120091,948,4851,855,219−4.792,883,0002,802,440−2.7920101,930,7611,824,641−5.503,631,3003,295,269−9.25          YearsBus trip volumes/10,000 person timeError/%The number of buses/vehicleError/%Actual valueSimulation valueActual valueSimulation value2002471,555471,5550.0015,07015,6874.092003379,434471,56624.2818,66716,662−10.742004453,223471,5754.0520,81917,635−15.292005457,630471,5863.0520,34518,608−8.542006397,919471,65918.5319,52219,5800.3020074,22,645471,72311.6119,39520,5515.962008470,863471,7830.2021,50721,5210.062009516,517471,926−8.6321,71622,4903.562010505,144472,080−6.5521,54823,4588.87              YearsRail transit trip volumes/10,000 person timeError/%Actual valueSimulation value200247,69047,6900.00200347,24847,2580.02200460,65360,6500.00200567,97667,9940.03200670,30670,298−0.01200765,49365,488−0.012008121,660104,346−14.232009142,268146,6543.082010184,645210,15713.82Table B.2Sensitivity test results.Test parametersTest rangeUnitThe influence of some elements in the systemGDP growth rate2--20%Total trip volumes (more sensitive, and the sensitivity increases with time)Total energy consumption (more sensitive, and the sensitivity increases with time)Total CO~2~ emission (more sensitive, and the sensitivity increases with time)Resident population growth rate0.5--2%Total trip volumes (less sensitive, but the sensitivity increases with time)Total energy consumption (not sensitive, but the sensitivity increases with time)Total CO~2~ emission (not sensitive, but the sensitivity increases with time)Annual trip volumes per capita500--2000timeTotal trip volumes (very sensitive, and the sensitivity increases with time)Operating subsidies increment0--50100 million YuanBus trip volumes (less sensitive, and the sensitivity is not generally affected by time)Equipment update fee rate1--10%Bus trip volumes (very sensitive, and the sensitivity increases with time)Total energy consumption (Not sensitive, but the sensitivity increases with time)Total CO~2~ emission (Not sensitive, but the sensitivity increases with time)Average number of runs10--30timeBus trip volumes (very sensitive, and the sensitivity increases with time)Total energy consumption (not sensitive, but the sensitivity increases with time)Total CO~2~ emission (not sensitive, but the sensitivity increases with time)Punctuality rate0.6--0.99%Bus trip volumes (very sensitive, and the sensitivity increases with time)Total energy consumption (not sensitive, but the sensitivity increases with time)Total CO~2~ emission (not sensitive, but the sensitivity increases with time)Average speed20--60km/hBus trip volumes (very sensitive, and the sensitivity increases with time)Total energy consumption (not sensitive, but the sensitivity increases with time)Total CO~2~ emission (not sensitive, but the sensitivity increases with time)Other factors40--80dmnlBus trip volumes (more sensitive, and the sensitivity increases with time)Total energy consumption (not sensitive, but the sensitivity increases with time)Total CO~2~ emission (not sensitive, but the sensitivity increases with time)Bus attractive factor0.5--1.81/yearBus trip volumes (more sensitive, and the sensitivity increases with time)Total energy consumption (not sensitive, but the sensitivity increases with time)Total CO~2~ emission (not sensitive, but the sensitivity increases with time)Rail transit length increment0--100kmRail transit power consumption (very sensitive, and the sensitivity increases with time)Rail transit trip volumes (very sensitive, and the sensitivity increases with time)The number of rail transit passengers increment per kilometer0--10010,000\*person\*time/(km\*year)Rail transit power consumption (very sensitive, and the sensitivity increases with time)Rail transit trip volumes (very sensitive, and the sensitivity increases with time)The number of rail transit vehicles500--4000vehicleRail transit power consumption (more sensitive, and the sensitivity increases with time)Rail transit trip volumes (more sensitive, and the sensitivity increases with time)Car driving distance per capita2000--5000kmTotal energy consumption (very sensitive, and the sensitivity increases with time)Total CO~2~ emission (very sensitive, and the sensitivity increases with time)Taxi driving distance per capita2000--3000kmTotal energy consumption (Not sensitive, and the sensitivity is not generally affected by time)Total CO~2~ emission (not sensitive, and the sensitivity is not generally affected by time)Bus driving distance per capita2000--4000kmTotal energy consumption (not sensitive, and the sensitivity is not generally affected by time)Total CO~2~ emission (Not sensitive, and the sensitivity is not generally affected by time)Rail transit driving distance per capita3000--6000kmTotal energy consumption (not sensitive, and the sensitivity is not generally affected by time)Total CO~2~ emission (Not sensitive, and the sensitivity is not generally affected by time)Car energy consumption coefficient per capita600--750l/(10,000 person\*time\*km)Total energy consumption (more sensitive, and the sensitivity increases with time)Total CO~2~ emission (more sensitive, and the sensitivity increases with time)Taxi energy consumption coefficient per capita700--800l/(10,000 person\*time\*km)Total energy consumption (not sensitive, and the sensitivity is not generally affected by time)Total CO~2~ emission (not sensitive, and the sensitivity is not generally affected by time)Bus energy consumption coefficient per capita20--100l/(10,000 person\*time\*km)Total energy consumption (less sensitive, but the sensitivity increases with time)Total CO~2~ emission (Less sensitive, but the sensitivity increases with time)Rail transit energy consumption coefficient per capita100--250kw\*h/(10,000 person\*time)/kmTotal energy consumption (not sensitive, and the sensitivity is not generally affected by time)Total CO~2~ emission (not sensitive, and the sensitivity is not generally affected by time)Table B.3Emissions reduction effect from individual policy implementation under different conditions.PolicyCalculationNotePDPTPDPT−BAU=ΔPDPTThe effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of PDPT after the former implementation of BAUPDPT−TDM=Δ(PDPT+TDM)−ΔTDMThe effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of PDPT after the former implementation of TDMPDPT−TP=Δ(PDPT+TP)−ΔTPThe effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of PDPT after the former implementation of PTPDPT−ARM=Δ(PDPT+ARM)−ΔARMThe effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of PDPT after the former implementation of ARMPDPT−(TDM+TP)=Δ(PDPT+TDM+TP)−Δ(TDM+TP)The effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of PDPT after the former implementation of TDM and TPPDPT−(TDM+ARM)=Δ(PDPT+TDM+ARM)−Δ(TDM+ARM)The effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of PDPT after the former implementation of TDM and ARMPDPT−(TP+ARM)=Δ(PDPT+TP+ARM)−Δ(TP+ARM)The effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of PDPT after the former implementation of TP and ARMPDPT−(TDM+TP+ARM)=ΔCP−Δ(TDM+TP+ARM)The effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of PDPT after the former implementation of TDM, TP and ARM      TDMTDM−BAU=ΔTDMThe effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of TDM after the former implementation of BAUTDM−PDPT=Δ(PDPT+TDM)−ΔPDPTThe effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of TDM after the former implementation of PDPTTDM−TP=*Δ*(TDM+TP)−ΔTPThe effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of TDM after the former implementation of PTTDM−AR=Δ(TDM+ARM)−ΔARMThe effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of TDM after the former implementation of ARMTDM−(PDPT+TP)=Δ(PDPT+TDM+TP)−Δ(PDPT+TP)The effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of TDM after the former implementation of PDPT and TPTDM−(PDPT+ARM)=Δ(PDPT+TDM+ARM)−Δ(PDPT+ARM)The effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of TDM after the former implementation of PDPT and ARMTDM−(TP+ARM)=Δ(TDM+TP+ARM)−Δ(TP+ARM)The effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of TDM after the former implementation of TP and ARMTDM−(PDPT+TP+ARM)=ΔCP−Δ(PDPT+TP+ARM)The effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of TDM after the former implementation of PDPT, TP and ARMTPTP−BAU=ΔTPThe effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of TP after the former implementation of BAUTP−PDPT=Δ(PDPT+TP)−ΔPDPTThe effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of T TP after the former implementation of PDPTTP−TDM=Δ(TDM+TP)−ΔTDMThe effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of T TP after the former implementation of TDMTP−ARM=Δ(TP+ARM)−ΔARMThe effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of TP after the former implementation of ARMTP−(PDPT+TDM)=Δ(PDPT+TDM+TP)−Δ(PDPT+TDM)The effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of TP after the former implementation of PDPT and TDMTP−(PDPT+ARM)=Δ(PDPT+TP+ARM)−Δ(PDPT+ARM)The effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of TP after the former implementation of PDPT and ARMTP−(TDM+ARM)=Δ(TDM+TP+ARM)−Δ(TDM+ARM)The effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of TP after the former implementation of TDM and ARMTP−(PDPT+TDM+ARM)=ΔCP−Δ(PDPT+TDM+ARM)The effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of TP after the former implementation of PDPT, TDM and ARM      ARMARM−BAU=ΔARMThe effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of ARM after the former implementation of BAUARM−PDPT=Δ(PDPT+ARM)−ΔPDPTThe effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of ARM after the former implementation of PDPTARM−TDM=Δ(TDM+ARM)−ΔTDMThe effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of ARM after the former implementation of TDMARM−TP=Δ(ARM+TP)−ΔTPThe effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of ARM after the former implementation of TPARM(PDPT+TDM)=Δ(PDPT+TDM+ARM)−Δ(PDPT+TDM)The effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of ARM after the former implementation of PDPT and TDMARM−(PDPT+TP)=Δ(PDPT+TP+ARM)−Δ(PDPT+TP)The effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of ARM after the former implementation of PDPT and TPARM−(TDM+TP)=Δ(TDM+TP+ARM)−Δ(TDM+TP)The effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of ARM after the former implementation of TDM and TPARM−(PDPT+TDM+TP)=ΔCP−Δ(PDPT+TDM+TP)The effect on emission-reduction from the implementation of ARM after the former implementation of PDPT, TDM and TP[^1]
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"The Tenth Five-Year Plan for National Economic and Social Development of the People\'s Republic of China" was promulgated in 2001. This policy specifically encourage families to buy cars in China. It brought huge impact on the share rate of different transport modes, trip volumes, trip volume per capita and other key elements of urban transport system. Taking the above mentioned policy and the availability of relevant data into consideration, we just use data from 2002 to 2010.

If the maximum waiting time could be shortened, bus appeal would improve, which would lead to an increase in bus trip volume, followed by an increase in income and the number of buses generated. Eventually, the maximum waiting time would reduce and bus service level would enhance.

Initial GDP and GDP growth rate for 2002--2010 can be obtained through the China Statistical Yearbook. In addition, we set GDP growth rate to 8% for 2011--2015, according to *"Beijing's the twelfth five-year plan"*. Because GDP growth rate would be reduced GDP growth rate will be 6% for 2016--2020.

Initial transient population, initial resident population and resident population growth rate for 2002--2010 were obtained through the China Statistical Yearbook. In addition, we assumed that resident population growth rate for 2011--2020, according to the relevant policy of *"reasonable population scale, guide the population reasonable layout"* in *"Beijing's the twelfth five-year plan"*.

We assumed that average passengers per car decrease with the growth of rail transit trip volume, presented as a concave curve with right high and left low.

Car trip volume decrement was a variable quantity based on passengers\' choice to ride public transport due to improvement of service levels and abandoned cars.

The other factors included the walking distance between the different transfer stations, transfer convenience, safety, degree of crowding, comfort, cleanliness, equipment status, noise conditions, reminder service for stops, and degree of bus driver civility.

Existing subsidies were calculated using the ratio of operating income to total income.

Annual rail transit length and the number of rail transit vehicles was obtained from *"Beijing's 'Twelfth Five-Year' Transportation Development and Construction Plan"* ([@bib5]) and *"Beijing Transportation Development Report"*. Rail transit passengers increment per km was obtained from investigation into the existing Beijing rail transit passenger per kilometer, combined with rail transit trip volume incubation periods to correct expectations.

To simplify analyses and calculations, we assumed that cars, taxis and buses all burned gasoline, while rail transit consumed electricity power. Then, the fuel consumption and electricity power consumption were converted into standard coal consumption.

We set the energy consumption coefficient per capita with reference to [@bib77], [@bib81].

We set driving distance per capita with reference to [@bib35].

We set the emission factor from energy consumption to CO~2~ emissions according to related data from the IPCC.

We set the conversion coefficient from energy to standard coal according to related data from the IPCC.

[@bib38] also pointed out that actual changes in the trend of energy consumption and CO~2~ emissions are basically consistent. Empirical results for China suggest a unidirectional Granger causality running from energy consumption to carbon emissions in the long run ([@bib80]).

PDPT−(TDM+TP) presents the changes of emissions reduction resulting from the implement of PDPT after the former implementation of TDM and TP. Other variables in [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"} are similar to PDPT−(TDM+TP). The last upcoming policy is in front of the "−", while the policies having been implemented are located after the "−".

The new energy car is pure electric car which is included in the "*Beijing demonstration in new energy passenger car production enterprises and products catalogue*".

[^1]: ΔPDPT, ΔTDM, ΔTP, ΔARM, Δ(PDPT+TDM), Δ(PDPT+TP), Δ(PDPT+ARM), Δ(TDM+TP), Δ(TDM+ARM), Δ(TP+ARM), Δ(PDPT+TDM+TP), Δ(PDPT+TDM+ARM), Δ(PDPT+TP+ARM), Δ(TDM+TP+ARM), ΔCP is emissions reduction amount which is PDPT, TDM, TP, ARM, (PDPT+TDM), (PDPT+TP), (PDPT+ARM), (TDM+TP), (TDM+ARM), (TP+ARM), (PDPT+TDM+TP), (PDPT+TDM+ARM), (PDPT+TP+ARM), (TDM+TP+ARM), CP relative to BAU.
